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Survey uses dragonflies as ‘canaries’
BY LAUREN MCSHERRY
lauren.mcsherry@newsday.com

Chrissy Albanese keeps kneehigh rubber boots and two butterfly nets in the trunk of her
car, just in case.
She never knows when she’ll
come across a pond and have a
few minutes free to catch dragonflies, but she likes to be ready.
Albanese, 28, education director at Theodore Roosevelt Sanctuary and Audubon Center in
Oyster Bay, is one of a handful of
volunteers on Long Island who
are tracking dragonflies and damselflies — the dragonfly’s smaller, and daintier, cousin — in Nassau and Suffolk counties. The effort is part of a statewide survey,
now in its third year, administered by the New York Natural
Heritage Program.
“These are the 21st century’s
canaries in the coal mine,” said
Larry Federman, 54, assistant
warden and educator for Audubon New York, which is helping amass volunteers and data
for the survey.
Dragonflies are an indicator of
water quality, Federman said, because some need pristine water
conditions to breed. And no one
knows the extent of dragonfly diversity in New York because no
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Chrissy Albanese gathers dragonflies at the Tackapausha
Preserve in Seaford as part of a statewide survey. Above
right, a white clubtail dragonfly.
one has ever set out to study it
county by county, he said.
“This is the first crack at getting baseline data,” he said.
“How do you know how to protect either species or habitat if
you don’t know what’s there to
begin with?”
On a recent afternoon, Albanese was scoping out dragonflies flitting around a one-acre

pond at Tackapausha Museum
and Preserve in Seaford.
A 12-spotted skimmer, named
for the three white spots it has
on each of its four black wings,
zoomed by. Albanese set off
with her net. She stopped short,
poised to swoop down on the
winged insect, which landed on
a stalk of grass.
“There he is,” she said.

“Right there.”
She pulled the end of her net
taut like an upside-down icecream cone. If caught, the dragonfly would rise to the net’s
peak, where Albanese could
carefully reach in and extract it
by grasping its wings between
her thumb and index finger.
Touching the wings of butterflies and moths erodes the delicate scales they need to fly, but
the sturdy wings of a dragonfly
aren’t hurt by handling.
As Albanese leaned in for a
swipe with her net, the skimmer took flight, evading her.
So goes hunting dragonflies.
It is a sport of patience and perseverance. There are days Albanese catches nothing. After
all, dragonflies can reach

speeds of 30 miles an hour.
Even after missing the dragonfly, she remained in position.
“They’re really territorial,”
she said. “If they pass you once,
they’re going to come back.”
Albanese was lucky this day.
After 45 minutes of sloshing
along the pond’s muddy edge,
and with help from museum volunteers, she had at least five
types of dragonflies and damselflies: several bluets, a common
green darner, a common whitetail and an Eastern amberwing.
She placed each dragonfly in a
tiny glassine envelope, which
she stowed in a bag hanging at
her hip. Back at the Roosevelt
sanctuary, she would determine
their species, a task that can require a magnifying glass to identify minuscule coloration patterns on the abdomen of some
species. Some of her samples
will be sent to the New York
State Museum, where they will
be frozen to keep their genetic diversity on file for future DNA
studies, Federman said.
Albanese was pleased by what
she found at Tackapausha because the number of species is
an indicator of environmental
health. “To have this amount of
diversity in only an acre and a
half is good,” she said.
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t first glance, it looked
like a giant leaf. Maybe
that was because I had
just woken and my eyes weren’t
fully open. It clung to the screen
outside the sliding glass door of
my bedroom.
I took a closer look and . . .
well, before I go any further, I
should issue a warning:
The following is s-rated,
intended for mature gardeners
able to deal with earthy matters
concerning slime, sex and —
ugh, feh and yuck! — slugs.
To return to the narrative, the
leaf was animate, consisting of
two of the gastropods known as
slugs. I’m no slugologist but I’m
pretty sure they were great gray
slugs as opposed to, say, banana
slugs or red slugs. They were
huge with dark spots running
like stripes along their graybrown bodies.
As I stared at them, I remembered a passage by one of my
favorite garden writers, Celia
Thaxter, who wrote: “It seems
to me the worst of all the
plagues is the slug, the snail
without a shell. He is beyond
description, repulsive, a mass of
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Great gray slugs mate on a
screen door, oblivious to the
malevolence they inspire.
sooty, shapeless slime, and he
devours everything.” The slug
does just that — munching at
will with tiny tooth-like protrusions on its tongue called radula.
It even eats other slugs — when
they’re dead.
The only mistake Celia made
was referring to the slug as “he,”
which I’ll explain shortly. At
first the slime buckets on my
screen stretched side by side,
then they gradually curled
together, one above the other.
By the time I woke my husband
up, they had entwined themselves around each other while
they dangled from a thin string

that looked like, and was,
mucus. If you’re a slug, mucus is
very important; it keeps you
from drying out, allows you to
wriggle safely over sharp objects, offers protection against
predators who have difficulty
dealing with it, and helps species like great gray slugs from
sliding down vertical surfaces.
My husband, who has an
instinct for these things, did a
double-take. “They’re getting it
on,” he said, except he was a
little less delicate. I had suspected as much but didn’t want to
think about slugs in love. Or
even in lust. I don’t say this out
of prudery, but because I don’t
want to feel any tender mercies
about these all-consuming
plant-eaters.
Anyway, there they were,
twisting and dangling. Now —
and don’t say I didn’t warn you
— things got a little kinky. Slugs
are hermaphrodites, they have
both male and female reproductive organs. And spurred by
scientific curiosity, my husband
and I watched as the mating pair
extruded their genitalia,
wrapped them around one
another, and exchanged sperm
in a bluish cloud.
Soon they retracted everything and hung from the thinning cord. I have since learned
that some slugs take part in a
practice called apophallation, in

which one does a Loreena Bobbit on the other, thus forcing it
to remain totally female for the
rest of its days. And yes, some
slugs can fertilize themselves.
Any gardener who gets down
in the dirt is privy to the intimate details of pistils and stamens, of pollination and reproduction. As well as the goingson of feathered and four-footed
creatures. Amorous squirrels
chase each other up and down
trees and along fences throughout the spring, birds nest and
rabbits carry on like, well, rabbits. As long-time readers know,
swans have mated against my
glass front door and snapping
turtles have laid eggs in my
yard.
But nothing could have prepared me for great gray slugs
engaged on my bedroom screen.
As their slimy cord stretched,
my tale became something of a
morality play. Pretty soon, they
would fall, push off and produce
eggs — hundreds of them. My
husband and I often carry spiders and crickets out of the
house and are currently refraining from cutting the grass
around a colony of ground-nesting bees. When safeguards fail,
we share our lettuce with rabbits and our squash with squirrels. Our garden as well as our
lawn is organic.
But when it comes to slugs,

there is a consideration that is
both personal and cosmic.
Would we turn hundreds of
slugs loose upon our yard and
the world? You bet your sweet
patootie we wouldn’t. I’ve corresponded and talked to people
who dispatch slugs with knives,
scissors, homemade spears,
sharp spades, ammonia, salt,
vinegar and beer. Or who trap
them and throw them into the
middle of the road and let motorists do the rest. I even read
about someone who stabs slugs
with a screwdriver. And a fellow
who came to install central
air-conditioning recently told us
about a friend who swallowed a
slug to win a $50 bet.
We did nothing like that. We
gave the slugs a choice. We put
a bowl of beer beneath them.
They didn’t have to fall into it. If
they had any sense, they’d swing
left or right and miss it.
Most gardeners would agree
that my story has a happy ending. They fell right in.
Write to Irene Virag at
1019 Fort Salonga Rd.,
Suite 10, #302, Northport,
NY 11768 or e-mail
irenevirag@optonline.net.
Visit her blog at
www.irenevirag.com.

